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IoTeX starts Cooperation with Acria AIMARKET

Acria AIMARKET is a blockchain company that is developing blockchain solutions
that make it possible to decentralize and democratize AI technology. Acria
developed the novel Intellichain which allows the storage of AI training data on the
blockchain with the goal to develop AI systems directly on the blockchain. Moreover,
Acria is developing the Acria.AI marketplace, which is a decentralized marketplace
to trade AI models and training data. The Token of Acria is AIMARKET. IoTeX has
built their EVM-compatible blockchain from scratch using the innovative Roll-DPoS
consensus and launched in 2019 April, which has been running by 100+ delegates
worldwide and has processed more than 10 million transactions already. By
integrating the IOTX Token into the Acria ecosystem, IOTX holders get access to
new use cases. IOTX will be integrated in the Acria AI Marketplace.

Learn more about IoTeX IOTX

IoTeX is DePIN's only modular infrastructure platform connecting smart devices and
real-world data to blockchains. IoTeX's middleware solution W3bstream provides
the computation and verification of real-world data, bringing it on-chain while
offering the modularity and customizability builders need to facilitate mass
adoption. As the leading provider of DePIN infrastructure, IoTeX facilitates new
rewards from devices and on/off-chain activity for users, turns personal devices into
communal economies, and tokenizes the "data of everything." Backed by a global
team of 60+ research scientists and engineers, IoTeX combines its EVM-compatible
L1 blockchain, off-chain compute middleware, and open hardware to connect
billions of smart devices, machines and sensors, and dApps across the physical and
digital world.

Learn more about Acria’s mission

In the era of artificial intelligence (AI), data has evolved into a cornerstone of
unprecedented value. AI algorithms thrive on vast datasets to learn, adapt, and
make increasingly accurate predictions. As AI technologies permeate various
aspects of our lives, from personalized recommendations to autonomous systems,
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the demand for high-quality, diverse datasets has surged. Data is the fuel that
powers the machine learning engines, enabling them to discern patterns, recognize
nuances, and refine their understanding over time. The symbiotic relationship
between AI and data has elevated the significance of information to a strategic
asset. Organizations and industries recognize that the quality and quantity of data
they possess directly influence the efficacy of their AI applications. Therefore,
Acria.AI is developing tools to democratize AI systems. We think the best way
forward is to make AI systems accessible via public blockchains.

Resources IoTeX

Website: https://www.iotex.io/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/iotex_io

Telegram: https://t.me/IoTeXGroup

Resources Acria.AI

Website: https://ecosystem.acria.ai/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/acrianetwork

Telegram: https://t.me/acria_network
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